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Introduction: One of the signs of “space weather-

ing” on the Moon is the formation of nanophase metal-
lic iron (np-Fe0) in the regolith of the Moon, observed 
in condensate films on the surface of regolith mineral 
grains and in the agglutinates glass. Np-Fe0 is ubiqui-
tous in samples of lunar regolith in the form of glob-
ules ~ 5–20 nm in size [1-3]. During micrometeorite 
bombardment, it is formed as a result of condensation 
of vapor arising from the shock evaporation of lunar 
rocks. Especially often, nanophase iron can be ob-
served in a thin amorphous film on the surface of min-
eral particles [4,5]. Part of the iron nanoglobules is 
observed in a glass of regolith agglutinates. 
Nanoglobules are believed to have fallen into glass 
upon repeated impact melting of regolith and capture 
of globules initially condensed on the surface of 
regolitic particles [6]. It is also believed that the chains 
of iron nanoglobules quite often observed in glass were 
inherited from zonal-structured condensates on regolith 
particles. The presence of nanophase metallic iron is 
subdued characteristic absorption features in reflected 
spectrum from airless bodies, reduces reflection in the 
visible region and increases in the red and infrared 
regions (the so-called redness) [7-10]. Moreover, the 
study of these formations is interesting from the point 
of view of using regolith in terms of building material 
for additive manufactures [11].  

In this regard, it seems promising to use a laser for 
modeling the processes of space weathering of airless 
bodies [9,10,12-16].  

Experimental methods, technique and study of 
the samples: For the experiment, a sample of natural 
tholeiitic fine-grained basalt without glass (hereinafter 
referred to as basalt) was selected. One of the basalt 
fragments was melted in a quartz crucible at 1300°C 
for 30 minutes in an atmosphere of pure nitrogen. An-
other target in the experiment was a peridotite sample 
(SiO2 - 46.5%). Thus, there were three types of targets: 
1) crystalline basalt (without glass), 2) basalt glass, and 
3) peridotite. 

For the experiment a pulsed neodymium glass laser 
was used. The laser radiation wavelength was 1.06 μm, 
the pulse duration was 10–3s, and the pulse energy was 
~600–700 J. The energy flux density was ~106–107 
W/cm2. The temperature at the “impact” point was of 
the order of 4000–5000 K, which corresponded to the 

evaporation temperature during high-speed impact 
processes with collision velocities of the order of 10–
15 km/s [12]. 

Ejection products from craters (glass spherules) 
and craters were studied by scanning and transmission 
electron microscopy. 

Results and discussion: When examining the 
crater from the experiment with basalt glass (it was 
obtained by melting and rapid quenching of crystalline 
basalt), placers (trains) of nanophase iron are clearly 
manifested (Fig. 1). In this case, two fronts of chains of 
such iron are distinguished. The first front is on the 
edge of the crater, that is, almost at the air-glass 
boundary. The second one borders the bright region, 
which is enriched with aluminum and calcium oxides 
(respectively, depleted in silicon oxide). Moreover, the 
second front partially outlines the contours of such an 
area. Particle sizes approximately vary from tens to 
hundreds of nanometers. It is assumed that the particle 
size can be related to the thermal history of the particle 
so that the formation of large particles (hundreds of 
nm) can be associated with coalescence effects when 
large particles are assembled from smaller ones [9]. 

 

 
Fig.1. Crater zones in a basalt glass (A) and 

peridotite (B) targets where nanophase iron placers 
were detected – SEM.  
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According to preliminary data from a transmission 
electron microscope, these are alpha-iron single crys-
tals (Fig.2 A,B,C,D). They contain minor nickel impu-
rities, sulfur and phosphorus. It should be noted that 
phosphorus gravitates to the periphery of the particle, 
as if bordering it.  

As shown by detailed studies on a scanning elec-
tron microscope, some large spherules have weakly 
manifested edges, as well as inhomogeneities (disloca-
tions) (Fig. 2.E,F). 

 

 

  
Fig.2. TEM images. A- FIB cut film with agglomera-
tion of np-Fe0. B- Close-up view of the np-Fe0. C- The 
part of the particle where the crystal structure is ob-
served (atomic rows). Monocrystallinity is observed 
here. D- Image of electron diffraction of this particle 
(shows that it is alpha-iron). E, F – SEM images of 
faceted iron spherules with dislocations in the body.  

In the crater of the peridotite sample, 
nanospherules of metallic iron were also found. But, 
here their number is significantly less, in addition, they 
are confined to the boundary of the melts of two min-
eral phases, and not to the periphery of the crater (Fig. 
1.B) 

It is likely that this form of arrangement of iron 
nanospheres can be due to the passage of the shock 
wave. Such a wave is most likely to occur when a laser 
pulse interacts with a target material [18]. With a laser 
“impact”, high pressure arises due to the recoil mo-
mentum of the expanding plasma and leads to the for-
mation of a shock wave propagating deep into the tar-
get. At the same time, the energy transfer efficiency of 
the laser pulse to the shock wave is small (about 2-
5%). The formation of a crater is associated with phase 

transformations of compressed and heated matter be-
hind the front of the shock wave. The latter, in turn, 
determines the parameters of the crater [18]. 

It should be emphasized that in this case, the for-
mation of spherules occurs exclusively by thermal 
means in the thickness of the melt. Based on the exper-
imental conditions, there are no reducing agents, and 
the arrangement (glass-matrix relationship) of the 
spherules themselves suggests their formation in the 
melt without an evaporation-condensation mechanism 
(Fig.2). It is believed that the formation takes place 
either by the action of a reducing agent [19-21], or by 
deposition of the shock-formed vapor already contain-
ing reduced iron [4,5,7, 22-24]. 

Conclusion: Thus, a new way for the formation of 
nanophase iron is shown — in the bulk of the melt 
without a reducing agent by thermal means. Similar 
views were expressed earlier in some publications 
[25]. In addition, we assume that the arrangement of 
such particles is due to the passage of the shock wave. 
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